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Abstract—High-speed railways (HSRs) has become one of
the most preferable modes of transportation. In the evolution
of the railway wireless communication system from Long Term
Evolution for Railway (LTE-R) to the 5th Generation Wireless
System (5G), the rapid increase in the train speed and number
of base stations along the railway track led to challenging han-
dover (HO) problems, such as high failure rate and frequent
HOs. In order to address this challenge, an improved handover
decision strategy is proposed based on Q-learning algorithm.
The simulation results demonstrate that our proposed scheme
is capable of reducing the number of unnecessary handover
and improving the network performance remarkably.

Index Terms—Handover, Mobility, High-speed Railway, Q-
learning, 5G

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, HSRs offers transport that runs con-

siderably fast in excess of 300km/h for the new lines

and 200km/h for the existing ones. HSRs can immensely

increase mobility and improve customer satisfaction [1].

With the booming development of HSRs, the evolution of

high speed rail wireless communications system from LTE-

R to 5G is essential for the reliable safety-related commu-

nications and seamless mobile connectivity of passengers,

but also face new challenges, one of which is the handover

problem. The handover mechanism involves transferring an

ongoing call or data session from one cell to another cell

while maintaining the quality of service (QoS). In the next

generation wireless cellular networks, the HO process has

even more significant impact on the network performance.

For instance, the number of HOs between different cells will

increase in the 5G network because of the smaller coverage

area of the cells. Frequent HOs causes disruption of data

service, higher signalling overhead and decreased network

throughput. Moreover, most of the high-speed trains have

metal bodies with large windows of a single layer or multi-

layer glasses, therefore, with the increase of frequency,

signals which go through the compartments will suffer

greater attenuation. Additionally, handover failure occurs if

the user equipments (UEs) fail to connect to the target cell.

The probability of handover failures increase with the higher

moving speed. Thus, the objective of this paper is to propose

a novel HO scheme that can reduce the number of HOs and

enhance the HO success probability without compromising

the performance of the communications in HSR.

A. Related Work

There already exist several different schemes which solve

the HO problems mentioned above. Work in [2] adopts

mobile relays (MRs) to decrease the signalling load caused

by the large number of HO procedures triggered by the UEs

in the same carriage at the same time. Further, authors of [3]

adopt a distributed antenna system (DAS) which combines

with the two-hop architecture, and proposed a fast predictive

HO algorithm to reduce the HO latency and handover

command failure probability. In [4], type-2 fuzzy-based

HO optimization for advanced long term evolution (LTE-A)

network was proposed, with the aim to reduce call drops and

number of handover. In the future, machine learning will

play a crucial role in many innovative 5G technology and

architectures [5]. It is an algorithm which has a self-learning

ability to the systems and improve the performance from its

training experience. Machine learning based algorithms are

required to accurately apply HO decision which enable the

system to automatically adjust parameters according to the

users’ demand and requirements. As a result, frequent HO

can be reduced efficiently [6]. The authors in [7] introduce a

HO optimization algorithm based on reinforcement learning

(RL) for 5G system. They model the HO problem as a

contextual multi-armed bandit problem and then solve it

by using Q-learning algorithm, in order to improve the

performance of the link beam. In [8], the authors present

a solution based on RL to select the optimal base sta-

tion (BS) for proactive decision HO in Millimeter-wave

(mmWave) wireless communication. Their results illustrate

that intelligent self-learning agent can decrease the number

of HOs. A self-learning framework is proposed in [9],

which jointly optimizes HO problem and beamforming for

mmWave network. RL algorithm is exploited to determine

the optimal backup BSs along user trajectory which can help

reduce the overhead signalling during channel estimation

and minimize the number of HOs. In [10], the authors

introduce a RL based mobility model for drone UEs.

This model provides a flexible HO decision making for a

given flight trajectory while trading off the number of HOs

and received signal power to decrease the frequent HOs.

Optimization of HO by jointly considering AHP-TOPSIS

and RL algorithm is discussed in [11], where optimal BS

is selected by using AHP-TOPSIS, then RL approach is

utilized to get a proper setting of triggering point such

as time to trigger (TTT) and hysteresis according to the



different speed of users for LTE-Advance network. The

results show that the proposed scheme can minimize the

handover failure rate and ping pong effect. The algorithms

in [12] and [13] present methods to decrease the link failure

during HO process. An intelligent handover scheme based

on Elman neural network in HSR scenario is proposed

in [12], where the authors correlate past measurement

parameters such as reference signal received power (RSRP)

and reference signal received quality (RSRQ) with future

handover decisions, which can accelerate the HO execution

and optimize the HO process. In [13], fuzzy Q-learning

is used to optimize two contradictory handover problems,

which are radio link failure (RLF) and ping-pong effect for

LTE network, the aim is to minimize RLF for real time

users and reduce ping pong effect for non-real time users

while keeping RLF within acceptable limits. Although the

HO problems have been widely investigated, the problem

of HO optimization using machine learning algorithm for

HSR still remains an open problem. Some of them consider

that RSRP measurements, HO success probability, etc. as

rewards. In fact, different reward configurations such as

signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR), train speed

and downlink-throughput, etc. can also be considered in

order to achieve the optimised HO decision in 5G HSR

system.

B. Contribution

In this paper, we develop an efficient HO scheme based

on RL for 5G high-speed rail wireless communication

system. In a dense 5G high-speed rail deployment, HO de-

cisions can be optimized by utilizing Q-learning algorithm

in order to reduce the unnecessary HOs and improve the

network performance. In addition, the criteria is selected

considering the high-speed rail movement. The proposed

scheme aims to reduce the HO rate and achieve better

throughput by jointly considering four parameters including

HO cost, SINR, RSRP and time of stay (ToS) as rewards.

By using Q-learning algorithm, the users’ current decision is

linked to the long-term benefit to improve the HO decision,

and the effectiveness of this method is demonstrated using

simulation results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section

II, the network architecture model and usage scenarios

are introduced. Section III presents a brief introduction of

the RL and the proposed Q-learning based HO scheme.

Simulation results are presented and discussed in section

IV. Finally, section V concludes this paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. HSR Network Architecture

In [14], the challenges of high speed railway commu-

nications are to maintain consistent user experience, and

reliable and seamless communication. In high-speed rail

system, dedicated BS deployment along railway line is

considered, which is illustrated in Fig. 1. The network is

covered with macro BS with carrier frequency 4GHz. The

distance between BS and railway track is 100m. Passenger

UEs are located in train carriages. For the passenger UEs,

all information is collected by the train relay station (TRS)

which is placed on the top of the train. The TRS acts as a

single big user to execute HO from the serving BS to the

target BS to reduce the HO signalling overhead and avoid

the penetration loss caused by train. The passengers can get

access to the internet via WiFi or access points which are

connected to the train relay by wired link.

Fig. 1. System architecture

B. Channel Model

In this paper, only the main path signal is considered

since high-speed train runs through rural or viaduct areas

most of the time, so multi-path effect can be ignored. At

time t, let a high-speed train be located at position x in the

i-th cell. The received signal power as well as RSRP from

the cell i is:

RSRP (i, x)[dBm] = Pt[dBm]−PL (i, di) [dB]−ζ (0, σi) [dB]
(1)

where Pt is the transmission power of the i-th cell. PL(d) =
A · d−γ is the path loss, where A is a constant, d is the

distance, γ is the path loss exponent. ζ (0, σi) is a Gaussian

distributed random variable with a zero mean and a standard

deviation to describe the shadow fading.

The pathloss model is proposed in [15][16], which is

applicable to HSR scenario. Thus, the path loss (in decibels)

of the i-th cell can be expressed as

PL (i, di) [dB] = 10θ log (di) + PL (d0) , (2)

where θ is the path loss exponent, di is the distance between

the BS and mobile train, PL(d0) is the intercept. Path

loss depends on the distance between the transmitter and

receiver.

We consider inter-cell interference caused by the two nearest

neighboring cells and express it as

Ii[mW ] =

Nnei.i
∑

n=1,n ̸=i

10RSRP (n,x)/10, (3)

where Nnei.i is the number of the co-channel cells.

RSRP(n, x) obtained from (1) is the received interference

signal power from the co-channel cells.

Then, we can obtain the SINR of the i-th cell as

SINRi[dB] = 10 log

[

10RSRP (i,x)/10

Ii +N0

]

, (4)

where N0 is the noise power.



III. PROPOSED HANDOVER SCHEME

In this section, we first introduce the Q-learning algorithm

in the RL framework briefly, and then a Q-learning based

HO algorithm is designed to solve the frequent HO problem

while maintaining the reliable connection.

A. Background of Reinforcement Learning

RL is a type of machine learning which can make

an agent learn in an interactive environment by a great

number of trials and errors utilizing feedback from its own

actions and experiences. It is about taking suitable action to

maximize the reward in a particular situation.

RL is different from the supervised learning. Specifically, in

the supervised learning, the training data has the answer key

with it so the model is trained with the correct answer itself

whereas in RL, there is no answer but the reinforcement

agent decides what to do to perform the given task. In

the absence of a training dataset, it is bound to learn

from its experience. As compared to unsupervised learning,

RL differs from it in terms of their respective goals. The

goal in the unsupervised learning is to find similarities and

differences between data points. While in the RL, the goal

is to find a suitable action model which can maximize

the total cumulative reward of the agent. The relationship

between agent, action and environment is shown in Fig. 2.

The agent learns the best policy by multiple interactions

with the environment.

Fig. 2. Framework of RL

Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) are mathematical

frameworks which are often used to describe an environ-

ment in RL and almost all RL problems can be formulated

using MDPs. An MDP usually consists of a set of finite

environment states S, a set of possible actions A, a real

valued reward function R and a transition model P. The

learning procedure is detailed as follows: we first define

the main elements of RL. At time t, the agent observes

the state of the environment, st ∈ S, where S is the set of

possible states. After observing state st, agent will take an

action, at ∈ A(st) where A(st) is the set of possible actions

at state st. After selecting the action at from state st, agent

will receive the immediate reward Rt+1 from the state-action

pair (st, at). The selected action in state st moves the agent

to state st+1 at time t+1. It is crucial for the environment

to have state dynamics such that P(st+1 | st, at) exists.

This is the probability that the action at in state st at time

t will lead to new state st+1 at time t+1. Specifically, the

probability that the process moves into its new state st+1 is

impacted by the chosen action.

However, real world environment is more likely to lack

any prior knowledge of environment dynamics. Model-free

RL method such as Q-learning, is more suitable. Since Q-

learning is a model-free RL algorithm to learn the value of

an action in a particular state. It does not require a model

of the environment. For any finite MDP, Q-learning can

find an optimal policy to maximise the expected value of

the total reward over all successive steps, starting from the

current state, and it can identify an optimal action in a given

situation based on trial and error. The model is composed of

a set of states, agent and set of actions per state. An action is

performed by an agent by moving from one state to another

state. The reward is provided to the agent after executing

the action in the specific state. The maximum total reward

is the main goal of the agent by learning the optimal action

at each state.

B. Q-learning Based Handover Algorithm

In this paper, we regard the high-speed railway 5G

wireless communication system as a reinforcement agent

and consider the physical network environment of the HO

area of two adjacent BSs as the external environment, so the

interaction process between the RL agent and the external

environment can be taken as a MDP. The MDP can be

represented by the following four tuples: ⟨S, A, R, π⟩, which

are defined as follows:

1) State: The state explains the current condition of the

network environment and decides what will occur next. For

our method, the state is represented by S consisting of the

train’s location and current serving base station.

2) Action: In the conventional HO events such as A3, the

users will always select the target BS with the highest RSRP

or SINR according to the HO trigger condition resulting in

the sub-optimal decision and frequent HO problem. Hence,

we define the action a ∈ A(s) as the scalar representation

of the serving BS at current state s. The action space

A(s) includes all BSs along with the train railway track.

For instance, choosing an action is analogous to select an

appropriate BS to handover or stay with the current BS. The

aim is to select an action in a given state that maximizes

the expected reward.

3) Reward Design: The reward R is a measurement

of the rationality of the agent’s behavior in a specific

environment state. The selection of the reward will impact

on the learning efficiency of the agent and reflect the envi-

ronment feedback in RL. The significance of reward is to

motivate the agent to learn to reach the target through reward

maximization, and our objective is to reduce the HO number

while maximizing the throughput. In a handover process,

the reward is closely relevant to handover performance

and network performance. Thus, we design the immediate

reward so that multiples parameters which affect the HO

performance can be considered and it can be expressed as

follows:

R = −ω1×HOcost+ ω2× SINR+ ω3×RSRP

+ ω4× ToS
(5)

where ω1, ω2, ω3 and ω4 represent the weights for the HO

cost, SINR, RSRP and ToS respectively. In addition, their



range is from [0,1] and ω1 + ω2 + ω3 + ω4 = 1. Based

on RL, we can find out the best state-action pair with the

maximum R.

The reward function is a weighted combination of four

parameters: HO cost, RSRP, ToS and SINR. The definition

of RSRP and SINR can be found in the section II. HO

cost is used to describe whether a HO occurs between the

current and the next state. For example, HO cost=0 if there

is no HO occurring from the current state to the next state,

and vice versa. In terms of ToS, it is the expected time that

the users will stay in the coverage area of a BS. When it

combines with the train speed, this parameter can be used to

decrease the unnecessary HO number. If the train is always

connected to the BS with the best received signal without

considering how long the users stay in that cell, it will result

in frequent HOs, and consequently also increase overheads.

Instead, if the time of stay in one cell is too short, then the

handover to this cell can be avoided.

4) Policy: In a given HO route, the policy π can be ex-

pressed as Q(s, a) which is a value function corresponding

to different actions A in all states S. In the proposed scheme,

we select the ε-greedy algorithm as the policy π, where ε

means the probability that the agent chooses the next state

s’. Its range is from 0 to 1. This algorithm means that the

agent will select the state with the maximum reward R by

the probability of 1-ε, and will randomly select the next

state by the probability of ε. The update rule of the policy

is given as

Q(s, a)← Q(s, a) + α
[

r + γmax
a′

Q (s′, a′)−Q(s, a)
]

(6)

where, α is the learning rate, r is the reward and γ is the

discount factor which is used to indicate the influence of

the next action and state on the current state. Its value is

[0,1]. The ε-greedy algorithm for Q-learning based HO is

described in Algorithm 1. A Q-table is created by trying

random actions for the received states and recording the

reward observed. After a great number of iterations, the RL

converges and the state with the largest R value selected

by the agent will remain stable. In other words, the largest

Q value stored in Q-table describes the optimal selection.

Therefore, we can find the optimal HO decision in a given

railway trajectory by selecting the largest Q value at each

state.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section evaluates the performance of the proposed

Q-learning based algorithm. We first describe the experi-

ment set-up and then present the simulation results with

discussions.

A. Experiment Setup

In order to evaluate the handover performance of the

proposed algorithm in the HSR system, we set up a HSR

communication network model in MATLAB. In this model,

the overall length of the railway track is 10km and ten

BSs are distributed alternately along both sides of the track.

Based on analysis in section III, we build a Q table during

Algorithm 1 Q-learning with ε-greedy algorithm for HO

situation

1: Initialization: An initial value Q(s, a) with random

rewards

2: for n← 0 to number of episodes do

3: t← 0, Observe s0, sinitial=s0 //At time step 0

4: for t < max step do

5: Take a random variable g uniformly from [0,1]

6: if g < ε then

7: Take a random action at uniformly from set

A(s)
8: else

9: Take action at = argmaxa∈A(s) Q
∗(s, a)

10: end if

11: Observe st+1 and r

12: Update the Q value function as:

13: Q(st, at)← Q(st, at)+
14: α

[

r + γmaxa∈A(s) Q(st+1, a)−Q(st, at)
]

15: end for

16: end for

the training phase in the Q-learning algorithm (Algorithm

1). In this phase, agent will take random actions (HO to

certain BS) based on ε-greedy exploration and then update

the Q table. After the training phase, the table we obtained

can be used in HO decision making phase.

In addition, the whole track is divided into 100 waypoints

evenly and the train will take steps in a straight direction

along the railway track. In each step, the measurement

reports will be sent to the agent which exploits the Q table

to take an action that maximizes the Q values for each state.

B. Simulation Results

The performance of the proposed HO scheme is evaluated

in terms of the average number of HOs, HO success prob-

ability, throughput and HO latency, and the performance

is the average of 1000 runs. The parameters used in the

simulation are listed in Table I.



Fig. 3. Average number of HOs for different weight proportion

In Fig. 3, we compare the average number of HOs of the

proposed scheme with different weight combinations con-

sidering four criteria including HO cost, SINR, RSRP and

ToS with the conventional HO method and the existing algo-

rithms [3] [17]. The conventional HO scheme considers that

the train users always connect to the BS with the strongest

RSRP. From the figure, it can be clearly observed that the

proposed scheme outperforms the existing algorithms as

well as the conventional method and achieves the lowest HO

rate. The proposed scheme can be decreased by 48% when

weight proportion ω1/ω2/ω3/ω4=0.1/0.5/0.3/0.1, compared

to the conventional scheme. Overall, the simulation result

clearly indicates that the proposed scheme is effective in

reducing the number of unnecessary handovers.

Fig. 4. Throughput for HSR system

The throughput vs speed of train is shown in fig. 4.

The proposed method clearly outperforms the conventional

method and other algorithms [3][17] in the literature.

Specifically, when the speed of train is 300 km/h, the

throughput of the proposed scheme is increased by about

12.2%, 23.9% and 27.4% respectively in comparison to

multi-criteria, predictive HO scheme and conventional HO

scheme. The reason is that the proposed method can ef-

fectively reduce the HO number, especially when the train

moves faster.

Fig. 5. Handover success probability

Fig. 5 illustrates the handover success probability at dif-

ferent train location (waypoints) for different HO methods.

The proposed scheme achieves the best performance at most

of the train locations when compared with the conventional

HO method and the existing HO algorithms [3][17]. For

those locations with a success probability of 0, that means

no HO occurring.

Fig. 6. Handover latency

Handover latency is another decisive performance metric

when it comes to QoS. The handover latency time can be

defined as

T = Psuccess× Ts+ (1− Psuccess)× Trec (7)

where Ts and Trec are the handover latency in case of a

successful and failure situations respectively. Note that the

calculation of Ts and Trec is based on [18].

In fig. 6, the abscissa is the train locations which we



pick along the whole train railway track and we use the

numerical values to represent for convenience. It is clear

that the proposed scheme has the lowest HO latency time

and also achieves the best user QoS when compared with

the conventional HO scheme and other existing schemes

[3][17].

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has investigated the HO problems in HSR

wireless communication system. A novel HO scheme based

on Q-learning algorithm is proposed to achieve better HO

performance. This paper establishes a Q-learning framework

for the HSR HO, and provides an effective method for

optimal HO decision making which considers multiple

criterias as weighted reward along the railway track. As

demonstrated by the simulation results, the proposed scheme

outperforms the conventional approach and existing algo-

rithms in terms of throughput, HO number, HO success

probability and HO latency. In the future, we plan to further

design an advanced HO strategy using deep learning in

5G ultra-dense mobile heterogeneous network over dual

connectivity for high-speed railway communication.
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